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1 Basics of Octave

• Octave is similar to MATLAB although advanced commands may be different.

• Octave is free and is available at www.gnu.org/software/octave

• We shall focus on two Octave commands for nonlinear optimization problems.

1. qp can be used to solve quadratic (which is convex) optimization problems.

2. sqp can be used to solve general nonlinear (including convex) optimization
problems.

• Before discussing qp and sqp, we shall look at some plotting commands, which can
help us visualize cost functions in small problems.

Using Octave to Plot Functions in 1D

• Consider plotting f(x) = xe−x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 5. The following commands can be
used.

x = 0:0.1:5;

f = @(z) z.*exp(-z);

plot(x,f(x)); grid on;

xlabel(’x’); ylabel(’f(x)’);

The 2nd command line define the function f(·), where f is called a function handle
in Octave. For more complicated functions (needing more command lines), we may
use the following commands instead.

function value = f(z)

value = z.*exp(-z);

endfunction

x = 0:0.1:5;

plot(x,f(x)); grid on;

xlabel(’x’); ylabel(’f(x)’);
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Using Octave to Plot Functions in 2D

• Consider plotting f(x1, x2) = 2(x1−2)2+(x2−3)2 for 0 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 5. The following
commands can be used for the 3D surface plot (as figure 1) as well as for the 2D
contour plot (as figure 2).

x1 range = 0:0.1:5; x2 range = 0:0.1:5;

[x1,x2] = meshgrid(x1 range,x2 range);

f = 2*(x1-2).^2 +(x2-3).^2;

surf(x1,x2,f);

xlabel(’x1’); ylabel(’x2’); zlabel(’f(x1,x2)’);

figure(2);

contour(x1,x2,f); grid on; colorbar;

xlabel(’x1’); ylabel(’x2’);

NOTE: f is a matrix, and not a function handle in the above program.

2 Using the qp Command in Octave

• The qp command in Octave solves a quadratic optimization problem or quadratic
programming (QP) problem of the following form.1 Note that x contains decision
variables, while other parameters are given.

minimize
1

2
xTHx+ qTx

subject to Ax = b

xlb ≤ x ≤ xub

Alb ≤ Ainx ≤ Aub

• The command can be called as follows, with x0 being the initial guess.

[x, obj, status, lambda] = qp(x0, H, q, A, b, xlb, xub, Alb, Ain, Aub)

• The results returned are as follows.

x: optimal solution
obj: optimal cost
status: including the solution status, which in successful cases should be one of
the following (see help results for more info)

0: “The problem is feasible and convex. Global solution found.”

1: “The problem is not convex. Local solution found.”

• lambda: Lagrange multipliers

1The notations are chosen close to the information from “help qp” in Octave.
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• Since there is no constant term in the objective function, we need to add the constant
(if any) to the value of obj.

Example 1 (using qp): Consider the problem

minimize (x+ 1)2

subject to x ≥ 0

Accordingly, H = 2, q = 2, and xlb = 0. Assuming x0 = 4 as the initial guess, the qp

command is

[x,opt,status,lambda] = qp(4,2,2,[],[],0,[])

NOTE: f ∗ = 1 is obtained by adding the constant 1 to the value of obj. ■

Example 2 (using qp): Consider the problem

minimize 2(x1 − 2)2 + (x2 − 3)2

subject to 2x1 ≤ 3

x2 ≤ 6

Accordingly, H =

[
4 0
0 2

]
, q =

[
−8
−6

]
, and xub =

[
3/2
6

]
. Assuming x0 =

[
4
4

]
as the initial

guess, the qp command is

[x,opt,status,lambda]

= qp([4;4],[4 0;0 2],[-8;-6],[],[],[],[3/2;6])

NOTE: f ∗ = 0.5 is obtained by adding the constant 17 to the value of obj. ■

3 Using the sqp Command in Octave

• The sqp command in Octave solves a nonlinear optimization problem of the fol-
lowing form. Note that x contains decision variables, while other parameters are
given.2

minimize ϕ(x)

subject to g(x) = 0

h(x) ≥ 0

xlb ≤ x ≤ xub

The command can be called as follows, with x0 being the initial guess.

2Note that, unlike our class notes, g(x) is for equality constraints while h(x) is for
inequality constraints with “≥”.
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[x,obj,status,iter,nf,lambda]

= sqp(x0,phi,g,h,xlb,xub,maxiter,tolerance)

• sqp stands for sequential/successive quadratic programming, which is the technique
used.

• phi, g, and h are function handles (to be demonstrated shortly with examples).
The appearances of function handles depend on how functions are defined.

Function definition Function handle

f = @(z) z.*exp(-z); f

function value = f(z) @f

value = z.*exp(-z)

endfunction

• maxiter sets the maximum number of iterations for algorithm termination (100 by
default)

• tolerance sets the threshold for algorithm termination (eps by default)

• The results returned are as follows. Note that they can be named differently (to
whatever you want).3

x: optimal solution
obj: optimal cost
status: including the solution status, which in successful cases should be the fol-
lowing (see help results for more info)

101: “The algorithm terminated because the norm of the last step was less than
tol * norm (x) (the value of tol is currently fixed at sqrt (eps)”

• lambda: Lagrange multipliers

Example 3 (using sqp): Consider the problem

minimize (x+ 1)2

subject to x ≥ 0

Accordingly, ϕ(x) = (x + 1)2 and h(x) = x. Assuming x0 = 4 as the initial guess, the
sqp command is

phi = @(x) (x+1).^2;

h = @(x) x;

[x,opt,status,iter,nf,lambda] = sqp(4,phi,[],h)

Alternatively, we can use the following. Note that we need to provide an upper bound
when using a lower bound.

3There seems to be no information about what nf means. Please let me know if you
have found it.
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phi = @(x) (x+1).^2;

xlb = 0; xub = 1e6; %xub set to very large number

[x,opt,status,iter,nf,lambda] = sqp(4,phi,[],[],xlb,xub) ■

Example 4 (using sqp): Consider the problem

minimize
x1

2− x1

+
x2

1− x2

+
x3

1− x3

subject to x1 + x2 + x3 = 2

x1 ≥ x2

x1 ≥ x3

0 ≤ x1 ≤ 2

0 ≤ x2, x3 ≤ 1

Accordingly,

ϕ(x) =
x1

2− x1

+
x2

1− x2

+
x3

1− x3

g(x) = x1 + x2 + x3 − 2

h(x) =

[
x1 − x2

x1 − x3

]

xlb =

00
0

 , xub =

21
1


Assuming x0 = (0, 0, 0) as the initial guess, the sqp command is

phi = @(x) x(1)/(2-x(1)) + x(2)/(1-x(2)) + x(3)/(1-x(3));

g = @(x) x(1)+x(2)+x(3)-2;

h = @(x) [x(1)-x(2); x(1)-x(3)];

xlb = [0;0;0]; xub = [2;1;1];

x0 = [0;0;0]; %assume starting at origin

[x,obj,status,iter,nf,lambda] = sqp(x0,phi,g,h,xlb,xub) ■
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